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ABSTRACT 

Photovoltaic panels can be placed on a tracker  to minimize the angle of incidence between 
the incoming light and a photovoltaic panel. It can increase the amount of energy produced 
compared to fixed panels with 30% for single axis trackers and 36% for dual axis trackers. 
Dual axis tracking systems are relatively expensive and complicated compared to single axis 
tracking systems, with only 6% extra benefit [1]. The integration of dual axis tracking 
systems in building concepts is rare. 
 
Leonardo da vinci made the first connection between polyhedral structures in architecture.[7] 
Snelson, Buckmister fuller and emmerich studies the form of tensegrity structures in the 
past. Emmerich reported that the first proto-tensegrity system, called 
“gleichgewichtkonstruktion”, was created by Karl Iogason. [1][2]. The word tensegrity is 
combination of tensional  and integrity, and was postulated by Buckmister fuller.  
Buckmister fuller patent called: “ tensile integrity” [6]. Snelson invented the a polyhedral 
structure with a continous tension and discontinuous compression [4]. Emmerich has a 
patent called “construction de reseaux autodendants” and “structures lineaires autodentants”. 
Buckmister fuller was the first one who created a complete sphere, the Fuller-dome. A 
similar dome structure is the Geiger dome, both are tensegrity or tensegrity like structures. 
[6] Geiger improved the tensegrity dome by changing the triangular grid into a rectangular 
grid with radial ring cables and tension hoops. Both dome principle are useful for large span 
structures, with a minimum of weight.[6] [7] 
 
The Original Geiger dome principle was a static structure, and we transform this structure 
into a dynamical one, combined with photovoltaic panels on the top of it. 
A double layered dome is constructed, based on experimental double layered grid of Motro.  The 
dome is constructed with variable string lengths  in combination with flexible and rigid element rods. 
On top of the dome structure several photovoltaic panels are fixed to gain optimal sunlight radiation 
(see fig. 1).  The rigid elements were made by using a combination of wood and steel. The next part 
of the research will be the structural optimization of the rigid elements to reduce weight.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

Fig 1. Power dome construction 
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